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Let K be an algebraic number field with integers A and let X be an 
indeterminate: The ring D = D, = {fE K[X] If(A) CA) is called the ring of 
integer-valued polynomials of K. In this note we prove 
THEOREM. Each finitely generated ideal of D can be generated by two 
elements. 
The ring D was first studied by Polya [8] and Ostrowski [7] and has been 
the subject of several more recent papers. In [6] Gilmer and Smith answered 
a question of Brizolis [2] by proving the above theorem in the case 
K = Q = the rational numbers. Their proof relied on computations with the 
“binomial” polynomials 
B (,)=X(X--l)...(X--(n-l)) 
n n! 
to show the existence of elements of D with certain properties. It is classical 
that the B, form a Z-basis for Do [4], and since the existence of a similar 
basis for D, depends on the class group of K [8], the above result is perhaps 
unexpected. 
Throughout this note K denotes a finite algebraic extension field of Q and 
A denotes the integers of K. We will let G = class group of K and if P is a 
maximal ideal of A, (P] denotes the class of P in G. We write ord[P] for the 
order of [PI, and U, for the normalized additive valuation with ring A,. 
We begin with the following rather technical lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let P,, P, ,..., P, be distinct primes of A and let s, , s2 ,..., s, be 
positive integers. There exists an element HE D such that for i = 1, 2,..., n, 
and 
H(b) E Pi if v,(b) = si 
H(b) @ Pi if vi(b) > si, where vi = vpi. 
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ProoJ First let P = Pi, s = s,., v = vi. Let N-cardinality of A/P. As in 
[8,3] we choose representatives {a,,, a,,..., aNr-i} of A/P’ as follows: let 
a,, a, ,..., uN-i E A be a system of representatives for A/P with a, = 0, and 
let rrE P\P*. For an integer n>N write n=c, +c,N+ .e. +c,N* with 
O<ci <N, i=O, I,..., h. Let a, = acO + a,,~ + uc2n2 + .a. t ac,nh. For 
i = 1, 2,... let h= (X-~,,)@-a,) *.. (X-U,-,). It follows [8, 31 that 
vU,(A)A) = v(L@,>>. Further, we have if v(b)>s=v(u,,) then 
v(f,,(b)) = v(nyLis,’ (b - ai)) = v(b) + Cy’;’ ~(a,) > ~(&(a,)) with equal- 
ity if and only if v(b) = s. Thus if I = v(~~~(u,,,,)) then 
g”=$& is such that g,(A,) c A, 
and 
g,(b) E PA, if v(b) > s, 
g,(b) @ PA, if v(b) = s. 
Further, any power of g, also has these properties. Let u = ord[P] and 
G(X) = ( l/a’>fNdX)u w h ere a E A is such that aA = P“. Since a = /?n” for 
some unit /3 E A, it follows that also G(A,) c A, and 
G(b) E PA, if v(b) > s, 
G(b) tZ PA, if v(b) =s. 
But G(X) has the further property that G(X) E D since for a E A, G(u) E A, 
for each maximal ideal Q of A. Then 
H(X) = (G(X) - u,)(G(X) -a,) .a- (G(X) -a,+,> 
is in D and 
H(b) E P if v(b) =s, 
H(b) 6z P if v(b) > s. 
Now for i = 1, 2 ,..., n choose H,, H, ,..., H, E D such that 
Hi(b) E Pi if v,(b) = si, 
Hi(b) C? Pi if v,(b) > si. 
After possibly raising the Hi to various powers we may assume that the Hi 
all have the same degree, and by construction H,(X) = (l/a?) h,(X) where 
h,(X) E A[X] and aiA = Pi ordu’l. By the Chinese remainder theorem we may 
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choose h E A [X] so that h(X) = hi(X) (mod PfA[X]) where t > 
max((ord[P,] ZJ 1 i = 1, 2 ,..., n}. Let 
fw) = ar,ar’l . h(X). 
1 2”’ a? 
To show HE D it suffices to show for b E A that H(b) E A, for each 
maximal ideal Q of A. For Q 6Z {PI,..., P,} this is clear since the a, are units 
in A,. To show H(b) E A, for Q = Pi, i E { 1, 2 ,..., n}, it suffices to show 
that afi divides h(b) in Api. But af’Ap, = (PiApi)oTdlP”i so we must see that 
h(b) E 0 (mod PprdcPilri ). But since t > Z,(ord[P,]) and Hi E D we have 
h(b) z h,(b) = 0 (mod P qrdlPilri). Thus HE D. Clearly 
H(b) E 0 (mod Pi) if u,(b) = si 
and 
H(b) & 0 (mod Pi) if u,(b) > si. 
LEMMA 2. Let I be a finitely generated ideal of D such that I n A = P is 
a non-zero prime ideal of A. Then I can be generated by two elements one of 
which can be chosen arbitrarily from P - P2. 
ProoJ Let a E P - P2 and let M be a maximal ideal of D containing I. 
By [5, Theorem I] it suffkes to show that a & MI. By [ 1, Theorem 1.151, 
M = M(a, P) = {f E D ( f(a) E P(A,)-} for some a E (Ap)- where (Ap)- 
denotes the completion of A,. If a E MI then 
and hence 
a = c f)(a) g,(a) E @’ n A = P2 where P = P(A,)^. 
This contradiction shows a 6S MI. 
LEMMA 3. Let I be a finitely generated ideal of D such that In A = Pk, 
P a maximal ideal of A, and let Q, ,..., Q, be maximal ideals distinct from P. 
Then I can be generated by two elements, one of which can be chosen as bk 
forsomebEP-P2VQ,V... VQ,. 
Proof. We use induction on k, the case k = 1 being covered above. 
Assume the result for k < s and let I be a finitely generated ideal of D such 
that InA=PS+‘. Let B=PD+I. Th en since D is PrGfer [2, Theorem 2] 
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I = B(I: B), and we have B n A = P and (I: B) n A = P’. Thus by induction 
hypothesis there exists b E P - P2 U Q, U ... U Q, and f, g E D such that 
B = (b, g), (I: B) = (b”,f). 
Let bA = P,P;’ ... Pfr where P = P, and let vi = uPi. Then b”A = 
p;p;‘s . . . p;“. Choose H, E D so that 
HI (~1 E Pi if vi(a) = nis, 
HI (a> g Pi if v,(a) > nis, 
and choose H, E D so that 
HZ(~) E Pi if v,(a) = n,, 
HZ(~) @ Pi if vi(a) > ni. 
Let C = (bs+‘, h) where h = bH,(g(X))f(X) + g(WfW + b”g(W HI (fGO>- 
To show 
C = (bS+ ‘, h )=I=B(I:B) 
= (b, gW,f) 
= (bs+ ‘, b-6 0, &‘I 
it suffices to show 1(a) = C(u) for each a E A [2, Theorem 51 and for this it 
suffices to show that 
for i = 0, l,..., r. 
Indeed v&(u)) = vc(C(u)) = 0 if Q & {PO,..., P,} since b”+’ E I(u) n C(u). 
For this we fix i and write v for vi. Then 
U(I(U)) = min{ni(S + I), U(f(u)) + ni, 
nis + V(d”)), u(g(“)) + udf(“))l 
and v(C(a)) = min{ni(s + l), u(h(u))}. To compute v(h(a)) we write: 
U(bH2(g(u))f(u)) = ni + u(ff2(g(u))) + VCf(u>h 
v(g(a)f(a)> = v(g(u>> + W(a)>, 
V(b”g(u) H~(f(u>)> = nis + V(g(u)) + v(H~(f(u))). 
To compare v(Z(u)) and v(C(u)) we consider nine cases. These cases and the 
common value obtained for 1(u) and C(u) are listed below. 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
WO> and W@>> 
W(a)) + u(g@)) 
u(f(“)> + ni 
u(f(“>> + ni 
nis + u(g(“)> 
nis + ni 
n,s + ni 
nis + v(g(“)> 
nis + ni 
nis + n, 
LEMMA 4. Let I be a finitely generated ideal of D such that 
InA = P:’ ... Pzk where P,,..., P, are distinct maximal ideals of A and let 
Q , ,..., Q, be maximal ideals of A with Qi 65 {P, ,..., Pk\. Then I can be 
generated by two elements one of which may be chosen in 
A-Q,U... UQ,. 
Proof We use induction on the number r of distinct primes in a 
factorization of In A. The case r = 1 holds by Lemma 3 above. Suppose 
If-’ A = f’;’ . . . p;+-; and that the result holds when If? A has fewer distinct 
prime factors. Let B = I + P;;‘i D, C = I: B = (I: Py;;). Then I = BC, 
BnA=PT;+i and CnA=PTIP;Z=.’ PF’. By the induction hypothesis there 
exist CEA-P,+,UQ,U~~~ U Q, and g E D such that C = (c, g). Let 
Q Qs+n s + 1 ,.‘.Y be the maximal ideas of A containing c. Then there exists 
bEA-Q,U..+ UQ,,, and f E D such that B = (b,f). It follows that 
bA + CA = A and thus by [6, Lemma 3.41 I = BC = (bc, h) for some h E D. 
A simple argument as given in [6] now completes the proof of our main 
result: 
THEOREM. If I is a finitely generated ideal of D then I can be generated 
by two elements. 
Proof. By the above lemma it suffices to consider the case I I? A = (0) 
If 0. But then ZK[X] is proper ideal of K[X] and hence there exists 
fE In A[X] such that 1K[X] =fl[X]. Since D is Priifer, jYD = IB for a 
finitely generated ideal B of D. Then fx[X] = (ZK[X])(BK[X]) = 
(fx[X])(BK[X]) 3 BK[X] = K[X] and hence B f3A # (0). Thus B and B-’ 
can be generated by two elements and hence so can I = (fa) B -‘. 
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